
Magic New Extra

* Please note that while this primer provides a guide for the extra features found in Magic New 
Extra and their originally intended uses, you the user are in no way bound to use the template in that 
manner.  If you find a new use a feature in the template, do so, and feel free to share what you've done with 
it.

This primer will provide you with information on the use of Magic New Extra, including its quirks, and non-
styling menu features, and features only accessible through the styling menu.

But first, a look at what the template can do.  These are renders from Magic Set Editor; no additional image  
editing has been done.



Quirks

PT Box Color Controls

Sometimes as you're changing colors of the frame, the pt box may not match the frame.  Please 
note that it is possible to click on the pt box and change the color of it just like you would the frame.

Color Indicators

Magic New Extra does feature color indicator dots, but they must be switched on and off in the 
styling menu.

Artist Font Color

Sometimes, the artist font color and copyright color may be illegible.  If you would like to change 
their color, you may do so in the styling tab.

Non- Styling Menu Features

Extra Colors

The primary feature of magic-new-extra is that it allows the player to use additional colors without 
altering or effecting other Magic styles.  These include frames, mana symbols, and watermarks.  The 
currently supported extra colors are purple, orange, yellow, brown, and pink.  The codes for the mana 
symbols for the extra colors are as follows:

P = purple O = orange L = yellow E = brown K = pink

If you dislike any of the frame or mana symbol choices, there's good news!  You can replace the 
frame, mana symbols, and watermarks with new ones to alter the themes of the colors, without having to 
do any additional coding.  If you share yours and it's better the included one, I may even switch to yours.



Snow Frame

Magic New Extra features a snow frame accessible in the styling menu.  It is the default frame if you 
put snow mana in the casting cost of a card, and blends with other frames in a manner similar to how 
artifact frames blend with other frames.

Snow Hybrid Mana

Magic New Extra features snow hybrid mana for the normal five colors of Magic.  They can be 
accessed in the casting cost or rules text by typing, for example, "S/W" for a snow/white hybrid symbol, or 
"S/U" for a snow/blue hybrid symbol.  You can also do a "#/S" snow hybrid symbol.

Artifact Mana

Magic New Extra features artifact mana that can be accessed in the casting cost or rules text by 
typing "A".  In it's original intent, artifact mana was mana from an artifact source, just like snow mana is 
mana from a snow source.

Multicolored Mana

Magic New Extra features multicolored mana that can be accessed in the casting cost or rules text 
by typing "M".  In it's original intent, multicolored mana was payable using any colored mana.



Five-Hybrid Mana

Magic New Extra features a hybrid symbol for each of the five colors of Magic, accessible by typing 
"W/U/B/R/G".

"Stretched" Colorless Mana

Magic New Extra allows for longer colorless mana symbols, like what is seen in Unhinged.  Any 
colorless mana amount greater than 99 will have a stretched mana symbol.  If you use a number greater 
than 999, you must use appropriate commas in the number.  The largest number allowed is 9,999,999.

Treasure/Poison Symbols

Magic New Extra includes optional treasure and poison values, found right below the left most part 
of the name.  Optionally, you can include a number printed over top of either symbol.

The treasure symbol was originally used as an alternate win condition, in which case if a user had 15 
treasure value among all permanents they controlled, they would win the game.

The poison vial symbol was intended to be a reminder for mechanics like Infect or Poisonous.

Spectral Frame

Magic New Extra features a spectral frame.  It blends with other frames in the same way multicolor 
blends with other frames.  Feel free to use it for any purpose.



Rainbow Frame

There is a "secret" Rainbow frame included in Magic New Extra, accessible by blending blue, red, 
green, yellow, purple, and orange.  It doesn't matter if you choose multicolor, or hybrid – any combination 
of those six colors gives the rainbow frame.  Likewise, you can get a rainbow mana symbol by typing 
"L/P/O/U/R/G".  There is also a rainbow land frame.

Diagonal Blends

In regular Magic templates, there are four types of hybrid blends:  horizontal, radial, vertical, and 
overlay.  Magic New Extra features and additional blending pattern – "diagonal".

Promo Text

Some promo Magic cards feature text identifying when they were printed, and what event they 
were associated with.  Magic New Extra features this option, with a text field in the bottom right corner of 
the illustration that you can type in.



Loyalty Change Symbols

It is possible to have planeswalker loyalty change symbols in the textbox.  To access them, you must 
type the code, highlight it, and click the start button at the top of MSE.  Here are some examples of codes 
that work.

+1 loyalty +2 loyalty 0 loyalty 4 loyalty -2 loyalty -8 loyalty

Additional Textbox Symbols

Magic New Extra allows for the use of lots of additional symbols in the text box of cards.  To access 
many of them, you will need to type the code, highlight it, and then click the star button at the top of MSE. 
The codes for them are as follows:

artifact = Future Sight artifact symbol
creature = Future Sight creature symbol
enchantment = Future Sight enchantment symbol
instant = Future Sight instant symbol
land = Future Sight land symbol
multitype = Future Sight multitype symbol
planeswalker = Future Sight planeswalker symbol

sorcery = Future Sight sorcery symbol
structure = custom structure symbol
sun = Innistrad day symbol
moon = Innistrad night symbol
checkbox = blank checkbox symbol
planeswalk = planeswalk symbol



Structure Type Symbol Watermark

Regular Magic templates include Future Sight type symbol watermarks.  Magic New Extra expands 
upon this with a type symbol watermark for structures.

Custom Watermarks by Users

Magic New Extra also includes custom watermarks by users Ulxiz and Jrzman.  If you have your own 
watermarks and share them, I might include them too!

Rarity Symbol Watermarks

Regular Magic templates include an option to use the set symbol as a watermark.  Magic New Extra 
takes this a step farther and allows rarity symbols as watermarks, complete with colors.

Other Magic Symbol Watermarks

Magic New Extra features watermarks of other symbols from the history of Magic.  Included are the 
AEtherprint symbol, the Chaos symbol, a symbol for Jace's Consortium, the symbol for the Seekers of 
Carmot, the original symbols for Phyrexia and The Thran, and symbols for each of the four provinces of the 
plane of Innistrad and the three poleis of Theros.

Lovecraft Watermarks

Magic New Extra includes a set of Lovecraftian watermarks for your use.



PT Symbols

Magic New Extra allows the use of symbols in the PT area of the card.  Normally supported symbols 
are the following:

.5 = ½
A = wind elemental symbol

E = earth elemental symbol
F = fire elemental symbol

W = water elemental symbol
V = void elemental symbol

Styling Menu Features

* When using the extensive styling options in Magic New Extra, it may be helpful to remember that 
there is a checkbox near the top to make the styling tab changes you make only apply to that card, allowing 
you to use different styling tab features on each card.

Alpha Style Blending

This optional allows you to make dual lands with the type of textbox blending found on the original 
Alpha dual lands.



Full Image Size

Regular Magic templates allow for a regular image size, or an "extended" one that extends into the 
textbox.  Magic New Extra also featuers a "full" image size that extends behind the frame, making the frame 
semi-transparent, similar to clear Eldrazi cards but with the normal color of the frame.  As long as this 
option is turned on, you cannot click on the frame to change its color.

Card Creator

There is an optional card creator credit area accessible in the styling menu.  If you type the name of 
the creator the card in this field, it will appear on the card, in line with the illustrator line, right after a small  
computer icon.

Overlay Combine Type

After choosing a foil or other overlay for the card, you can use this feature to control what combine 
mode is used, allowing for vastly different effects on the card.



Outer Color/Trim Color/Inner Color

This is one of Magic New Extra's most powerful features.  It allows you override the blend scripts 
used to make frames, and individually control the color of the backdrop, the piping elements, and the name 
box/type box/text box/pt box.  Each can only be set to one color, but can also be set to default.  So, it is 
possible, for example, to click on the card frame in the editing window to change it to a white/blue hybrid, 
then go to this styling choice to make the piping, text box, name box, type box, and pt box multicolor,  
resulting in a multicolor frame with a white/blue hybrid backdrop.  This allows for a huge variety of possible 
frames.

Extras:  Clock Watermark

This applies a full size clock watermark to the textbox of the card.



Extras:  Scales Watermark

This applies a full size dragon scales watermark to the textbox of the card.

Extras:  MTGSalvation Rarity

This changes the rarity to a multicolored symbol based on the MTGSalvation site icon.

Extras:  Type Symbol With Name

This causes a Future Sight type symbol to appear next to the name.  It defaults to match the card's 
type, but can be changed by clicking on it.

Extras:  Spell-Land Hybrid

This changes the right side of the frame to be a land frame, while leaving the left side as the normal 
spell frame.  Ideal for spells that can be played as lands.



Extras:  Colorless-Colored Hybrid

This causes some elements on the left side of colored cards to become colorless.

Extras:  Tinged Artifact Hybrid

This causes some elements on the right side of artifact cards to become colored.

Extras:  Holiday Text

This changes the promo text described above to have a different color and font, copying the text 
found on the Happy Holidays cards put out by Wizards of the Coast each holiday season.



Extras:  Colored XYZ Mana

If this styling choice is activated, XYZ mana symbols will be colored rather than colorless.  They can 
only be the same color as the card, and only on monocolored cards.  You cannot have colored XYZ symbols 
on colorless cards, and you may not, for example, have a blue X symbol on a red card.

Separated Watermark

This causes the watermark to separate from the rules text, so you can have a smaller watermark 
above rules text or below rules text.



Popout Image Style

This is one of the most difficult features of Magic New Extra to use, but allows for lots of versitility. 
It allows you to create a "popout" image, like those found in Unglued or Unhinged.  Prior to using this, you 
need to have prepared the image in Photoshop, GIMP, or a similar program by opening it, and deleting all of  
the content around it, resulting in an image that is surrounded by transparency.

Then, you go the styling tab for the card, and type some starting coordinates in the text field.  They 
must be formatted as "left,top,width,height," without quotation marks.  Each comma must be there, 
including the ending one.  I usually start with "100,100,100,100,".  This places a second image 100 pixels by 
100 pixels with its top left corner at position 100,100.

Then, you should import your images just like if you were importing normal images onto the card.
After that, you need to go back to the styling tab and begin changing the coordinates little by little 

to move the box around to where you want it.  As you do this, the image will distort, so you may want to go 
back and re-import the image to make it look prettier from time to time.  I normally do not change the 
coordinates by more than 10 at a time, unless it is way off from where I want it.

When importing, MSE will compress the image to a JPG, resulting in some blurring.  If the blurring is 
enough to bother you, you may wish to try adding the art directly to the set file, if you know how to do so.  
But beware – this can potentially corrupt and ruin your set file if you do not edit it correctly.

This is long and complicated, but is the only way to allow popout art in MSE.

New Ideas?

I'm always on the lookout for new ideas for things to add to Magic-New-Extra, whether it's a new 
symbol, new watermarks, new frames, or something even more unique.  So please, feel free to contact me.

Download this and other templates from my Template Index.

mailto:pichoro@users.sourceforge.net
http://msetemps.sourceforge.net/phpBB3/viewforum.php?f=30

